Houston: Press Release - For

immediate release May 15, 2016. Saint Julian Press proudly presents a new
collection of poems by Alfred K. LaMotte, which will be available on June 17, 2016 through fine book distributors and
retailers. Praise for Savor Eternity

"Alfred K. LaMotte is truly the rarest kind of alchemist. With each poem
in this exquisite collection, he weaves ordinary words into pure gold,
inducting the reader into a direct experience of the sublime ineffability of
life itself. Sourced from the depths of his own awakened heart, his words
will pierce straight through to your own tender heart, igniting and
awakening you. LaMotte stands with Rilke, Rumi, and Hafiz in
beckoning our souls to awaken. Let each poem be a mystery that you
discover and savor as you would a lover."
~ Tina M. Benson, international bestselling author of
A Woman Unto Herself: A Different Kind of Love Story.
“The poetry of Alfred K. LaMotte speaks to my soul of long lost love,
and redeems my heart from a fall that I cannot even remember.
Somehow he makes the total mystery of existence feel all right.”
~ Susanne Marie, meditation guide and founder of
Transformation Through Presence TM
“Inside this poetry is the deep perfume of God, a vast pool of light and pure generosity. Here are bees, honey,
and simplicity of Being. That is why every time we read his poetry, we are nourished, uplifted, and we never tire
of reading them again and again.”
~ Guthema Roba, poet, author of Please Come Home and Wake Up and Roar
“Alfred K. LaMotte's writing simply and actively opens the heart, inspiring and enlightening without ever a
heavy-handed word of preaching or lecture. In pure authenticity and elegant vulnerability, he writes with the
clear heart of a true meditation teacher, and shows us the way.”
~ Diana Lang, Author of Opening to Meditation, Huffington Post columnist,
and director of LifeWorks Center for Growth in Los Angeles TM
ALFRED K. LAMOTTE is the author of Wounded Bud: Poems for Meditation (Saint Julian
Press, 2013) and co- author of Shimmering Birthless, A Confluence of Verse and Image with
Rashani Réa (Rashani Réa, 2015). He is an interfaith chaplain, meditation teacher, and
instructor in World Religions, with degrees from Yale University and Princeton
Theological Seminary. He lives near Seattle WA with his wife Anna, they have two
daughters and a golden poodle, Willy.
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